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Introduction
We present a distributed feedback pulsed fiber laser with a linearly polarized 

gain switch and a single frequency. The pump source is a laser diode that can 
produce pulsed and continuous wave lasers to begin gain-switched progress. 
In order to produce a pulsed fiber laser with a single frequency and linear 
polarization, pressure is applied to a long phase-shifted fiber Bragg grating. 
Through parameter optimization, the laser produces linearly polarized laser 
pulses with a single frequency. These pulses have a narrowest linewidth at their 
center, a maximum peak power of greater than, a polarization extinction ratio of 
greater than, and the output pulses' repetition rates can vary from pulse to pulse [1].

Description 
Single-frequency fiber lasers have received a lot of attention due to their 

excellent coherence, compactness, and beam quality performance. In view of 
different designs and standards, specialists have delivered single-recurrence CW 
laser yield with elite execution. The single-frequency pulsed fiber laser, which 
has a higher peak power than the single-frequency fiber laser, can be used in 
numerous applications, such as coherent, nonlinear frequency conversion, and 
remote sensing, among others. Modifying the power of a single-recurrence laser 
using an electro-optic or acousto-optic modulator, which can deliver beat laser 
with erratic repetition rate and heartbeat width within the modulator's change 
range, is a common method for obtaining a single-recurrence fiber laser. 
Regardless, this strategy will cause gigantic loss of laser power, and require 
multi-stage enhancer for power upgrade. Thus, applicable exploration has been 
led on the Q-exchanged single-recurrence fiber laser. A technical plan for a 
distributed Bragg reflector ultrashort cavity single-frequency actively Q-switched 
pulsed fiber laser that produced a single-frequency pulsed laser output by 
altering the loss in the cavity with a piezoelectric transducer. Zhang and co. used 
a semiconductor saturable safeguard reflect in the DBR fiber laser, and in view of 
the soaked retention, delivered a solitary recurrence latently Q-exchanged beat 
laser yield. The Q-exchanged component was a two-layered material with an 
immersed retention trademark that was added to the ring cavity. The unpumped 
trama center doped fiber was then used to select a single longitudinal mode, 
resulting in a beat laser yield with a single recurrence. Zhao and showed a shiny 
new Q-exchanged fiber laser with a solitary recurrence utilizing self-infusing 
polarization balance innovation. Single-frequency pulsed laser output was also 
achieved by researchers using seed-injected actively Q-switched technology.

The gain-switched technology can change the laser's gain on a regular basis 
and produce pulsed laser output by modulating the pump source. Utilized a Tm-

doped pulsed fiber laser to gain-switch the Ho-doped fiber laser, which produced 
a single-frequency pulsed output. A single-frequency pulsed laser with a tunable 
repetition rate, central wavelength, and pulse width produced by an ultrashort 
fiber laser with a modulated hybrid pump. exhibited a straight depression laser 
with a linewidth of not exactly and a heartbeat width of and a solitary recurrence 
gain-exchanged laser in view of dynamic self-prompted grinding in a. used a 
thump fiber laser to siphon ultrashort Tm-doped fiber laser, and recognized 
single-repeat thump laser with an emphasis speed of and a heartbeat width of. 
Gravitational wave location, sound correspondence, bar blend, terahertz age, 
nonlinear recurrence change, and different fields all advantage significantly from 
these high-intelligibility, single-recurrence gain-exchanged fiber lasers. However, 
the polarization of the laser was not given much thought in these works. Due to 
its superior detection sensitivity, combining efficiency, and conversion efficiency, 
researchers favor the single-frequency fiber laser with linearly polarized output.

This letter presents a hybrid pump source that is modulated by an arbitrary 
function generator to initiate gain-switched progress and produces a single-
frequency linearly polarized output using an ultrashort cavity with pressure-
induced birefringent phase shift. We accomplish stable single-recurrence 
straightly spellbound beat laser yield with a redundancy rate and a tightest 
linewidth through boundary enhancement. In light of an ultrashort structure, 
this is supposedly the first report of a single-recurrence directly captivated gain-
exchanged beat fiber laser.

The experimental single-frequency gain-switched pulsed fiber laser is shown 
in the figure. A modulated serves as the pump source in order to produce a hybrid 
pump laser with pulsed and components. A frequency division multiplexer with 
a frequency of is utilized to interface the siphon light to the hole. The makes up 
the ultrashort pit was made utilizing the stage cover technique. A robust phase-
shifted Bragg grating structure is engraved in [2-5]. 

Conclusion 
Where L is the laser's cavity length and the absorbed pump power. The peak 

power and the width of the siphon beat can have an effect on the siphon power, 
which is the same as the energy from the siphon beat. The siphon beat's extreme 
peak force is about. A solitary recurrence straight captivated gain-exchanged 
beat fibre laser at is illustrated, with W restricted by the siphon source permitting 
us to increment siphon width. Acquire exchanged progress is begun with a siphon 
source that is a LD that can create both beat and persistent wave lasers. A single-
frequency output is achieved by means of a long-based ultrashort cavity. 
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